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This is an extended abstrat of the paper \Compat representation of know-

ledge bases in ILP" appearing in the Proeedings of the 12

th

International Con-

ferene on Indutive Logi Programming (July 9-11, 2002, Sydney, Australia) [3℄.

Many indutive systems, inluding Indutive Logi Programming (ILP) sys-

tems, learn from a knowledge base that is strutured around examples. In prati-

al situations this example-entered representation an ause a lot of redundany.

Redundanies our when the examples inlude ommon substrutures (e.g. when

representing omplex objets suh as mahines or moleules) or when examples

ontain information from sequenes, trees or graphs (appliations are learning

from game play, robotis, protein seondary struture predition, part of speeh

tagging and user modeling).

(Example 1.) When learning to play a ertain game (e.g. Chess or Go [2℄), the

knowledge base will onsist of a number of played games (generated by an expert

human player or by a searh algorithm). Eah game is represented by a number

of (onseutive) board states and moves. Storing eah state independently in the

knowledge base onsumes a lot of memory. An alternative is to store only the initial

state together with a sequene of moves. Conseutive states an be onstruted

by the ILP system when needed (by exeuting the orresponding move from the

previous state) and disarded afterwards.

(Example 2.) In some appliations the examples are omplex objets that an

be deomposed in elementary strutures. Examples are mahines built of various

parts or moleules that ontain several funtional groups. Representing examples

independently in these ases will ause redundany. This redundany an be

avoided by representing examples impliitly as a ombination of their elementary

strutures.

The redundanies disussed above an plae a heavy burden on memory re-

soures. In [3℄ we propose a framework for representing knowledge bases in a more

eÆient way. The main ontributions of this work are:

� We present a framework, the Knowledge Base Graph (KBG), whih is a

direted hypergraph able to represent examples in terms of other strutures.



The KBG has two types of nodes: expliit nodes (assoiated with objets

stored on disk, e.g. omponents of a mahine and initial states of a game) and

impliit nodes (assoiated with objets that an be omputed by ombining

other strutures or by applying some operation on other strutures, e.g.

mahines and onseutive states of a game.

� Iterating the examples de�ned by the KBG in an optimal way is in general

a NP-hard problem. We propose a method that approximates this problem

eÆiently for a subset of KBG strutures whih our often in pratie. This

method an iterate all examples in linear time.

� We evaluate our method in the ontext of learning a Go [2℄ heuristi. In this

appliation the size of the knowledge base is redued by a fator 4-5 (In Go,

board states an be represented eÆiently using only 2 bits for eah �eld. We

expet higher gains for other appliations where states are more omplex).

The ost in omputational overhead for this ompat representation remains

small (worst ase 10%).

We onlude that, using our method based on the KBG, it is possible to have

both (1) a ompat representation of the knowledge base and (2) a salable algo-

rithm.
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